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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Congratulations for such a comprehensive and well written scientific material that focuses on an important and modern surgical solution, the use of robotic surgery via single port access in gallbladder lithiasis. Although you clearly mentioned the fact that an economic comparison was not a primary goal of the paper it would definitely add even more value to the study since nowadays, with all major surgical options for gallbladder surgery being mature enough for clinical widespread, a cost-to-benefit ratio will definitely be a major determining point in choosing the most balanced method for surgical approach in this class of diagnosis. Your paper is very well written and touches all the major points of a study of this magnitude. However, several points need minor clarifications. Observations: IN ABSTRACT -> METHODS Page 2, Line 20 , Column 66 […] cholelithiasis […] Please specify whether the inclusion diagnosis included both vesicular lithiasis and/or common bile duct lithiasis as this class of diagnosis might suggest. Later in the paper you only specify gallbladder lithiasis, so a clarification at this point is in order. IN MAIN TEXT -> METHODS Page 5, Line 3, Column 29 […] gallstones […] Please provide some information to clarify the type of clinical diagnosis and classification. Were all patients asymptomatic? Were all surgeries performed in patients with no clinical and imaging modifications? Was acute or chronic gallbladder inflammation present? This might support the excellent results of having no complications at all during your series of SPRC, however limit the span of the conclusion that SPRC can be safer and with better results than other methods. IN MAIN TEXT -> RESULTS Page 5, Line 8, Column 55 […] technique similar to LC […] Without going into technical details of the robotic approach, please specify whether your surgical strategy
for dissection included achieving the Strasberg critical view of safety, a rule the most of the experienced surgeons that perform LC abide by. This can further clarify that the view achieved by SPRC is the same or better than LC. Page 5, Line 29, Column 54 […]

graft reinforcement […] Please specify what type of graft reinforcement surgical method you considered for the abdominal wall reconstruction. Was it mesh? What type and what method of mesh placing?
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### SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS

Nice observational study on single port robotic cholecystectomy. The following points need addition/clarifications:

1. Add a paragraph in review about single port vs multiport robotic cholecystectomy – advantage and disadvantages other than ergonomics and technical part (not compared to lap cholecystectomy)
2. Difference in size of skin incision in SPLC and SPRC.
3. Explain the higher incidence (60%) incisional hernia? Was any measures taken to minimize in recent years as this was an experience between 2013-2021.
4. Add one table comparing your own data of laparoscopic cholecystectomy (single/multiport) of last 40 patients.
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